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A look at the night
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A Message from the Secretary
Hi everyone, 

Welcome to our end of the year banquet, Semi! 

Semi is a time to look back and celebrate the connections and 
friendships of this year. We take the time at semi to honor and 
award individuals like our general members, interns, unkies and 
seniors. Coming back from the pandemic, this year has been chal-
lenging but thank YOU for making this year unforgettable and so 
special! 

To all my seniors graduating, congratulations and I wish you all 
the best! To my interns, thank you for your hard work and time; 
I’m so proud! Big thanks to JFC, for the continuous support and 
love! I hope everyone enjoys this special night! It was a pleasure 
serving as your 2021-2022 Secretary.

Hanna Zhang
Tomo No Kai Secretary 2021-2022



Last Words from Alex and Grant
Hello and welcome to Tomo no Kai’s 2022 end of the year banquet: Semi.

Tonight, we come together to celebrate the 2021-2022 Tomo year and look back on all of the amazing 
memories we have created coming out of the pandemic and hard times.

Before we move on, please thank and give Hanna Zhang a big round of applause for hosting the first Semi in 
3 years.

From our first year, Alex and I had already set a pact to become execs our senior year. And we willed it into 
existence and revived Tomo from the adversity that was the pandemic. 

This year, our cabinet worked incredibly hard to put together a year that could go smoothly and efficiently, 
reviving the events that made Tomo, well Tomo. Most of our cabinet had not even experienced an in-person 
or full in-person year at Tomo, not having experienced many of these events, but I am truly grateful to our 
cab who pushed themselves and organized the events and created new events, such as the first Tomo Undou-
kai and our 13 hour fundraiser stream!

To put it simply, this year has been unbelievable. Especial-
ly considering the fully remote year and half, what we were 
able to accomplish and the connections we were all able to 
make this year is nothing short of spectacular, and it is all 
thanks to each and every one of you. I would like to 
extend my sincerest thanks to all of you who are a part of 
Tomo this year and for giving Grant and I this final oppor-
tunity to give back to the club that has given us so much. I 
would also like to congratulate Christian and Jacob as the 
incoming executives - I know you two will do big things for 
Tomo and I wish you luck next year! Finally, I would like 
to give a massive congratulations and thank you to Hanna 
for planning an amazing Semi! To everyone else, please 
enjoy this night of reflection and fun memories!

As the end of our year comes to an end, we would like to 
recognize our outgoing cabinet, welcome our new cabinet, 
and say goodbye to our senior brothers and sisters.  
2021-22 was definitely a great year for Tomo and we look 
forward to where next year’s cabinet takes us next. 

Sincerely,
Alex Chu and Grant Yamamoto
President and Vice President Elect 2021-22 



First Words from the New Execs
Hello fellow Tomonians! 
It has been an amazing year filled with numerous, unforgettable memories. From new to 
familiar faces, it was genuinely heart warming seeing everyone come out and enjoy themselves. 
With that being said, this year could not have happened without all of you. Thank you being a 
part of an outstanding circle of friends. 

Alex and Grant, your dedication and hardwork for Tomo is deeply appreciated and we will 
forever be indebted to the vibrancy you both have given to our club. Hanna and the secretary 
interns, big thank you’s for making Semi possible. Most importantly though, we cannot thank 
all of JFC enough for making this year one to remember. Thank you.

Jacob and I are honored to serve as your 2022-2023 executives. Cabinets before us and JFC 
especially have laid out an amazing foundation to expand on. For that reason, expect Tomo to 
go above and beyond what it is now. The club is in great hands with a new cabinet that is filled 
with promising and capable individuals who will do their utmost best to fill their predecessors 
shoes and even more. On top of that, we plan to continue fostering the cozy environment our 
home has consistently provided to its members. 2022-2023 will be one to look forward to. 

For those who are leaving to do bigger and better things, we truly wish you the best. For those 
returning, we’ll see you soon.

Sincerely your new executives,
Christian “why do I do that” Umemura & Jacob “*shrugs* idunnolol” Chang
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Vice President

Director of Public Relations
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Jonah Gonzales
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Director of Cultural Affairs

Director of Cultural Affairs

Director of Social Affairs
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Treasurer

Secretary

Historian

Emily Fukuda
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Hanna Zhang
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JFC
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Emi Yamasaki
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Jacob Chang
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Publicity Coordinator

Sports Coordinator

Jomo Representative



New Cabinet
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Vice President

Director of Public Relations



New Cabinet
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Director of Cultural Affairs

Director of Cultural Affairs

Director of Social Affairs



New Cabinet

Treasurer
Reese Sunada
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Joyce Chan
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Secretary

Historian



New Cabinet
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Publicity Co-Coordinator

Publicity Co-Coordinator

Sports Coordinator



New Cabinet

Jomo Representative
Kyoko Watari
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Jodaiko Directors 2021-2022

Jodaiko Directors 2022-2023
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Shoutouts
- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts
you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts
you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

Shoutouts

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts
who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts
who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

Shoutouts

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts
pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang



- cab: thank you to everyone on cab for your efforts and hard work! you’ve made this year so memo-
rable for all of us and I hope you guys know the impact you’ve made on tomo :’)
- hanna: congratulations to you for a successful elections and semi!! we appreciate all your hard 
work. it’s been so fun being your intern and i’m excited to succeed you <3
- alex c: can’t believe i’m friends w the president!!
- grant: sorry ab ur car again! ur not that intimidating anymore!
- alex n: sfs ty for being u!
- jonah: i’ll stop slacking during the summer
- diane: ily sm diane I need u to come visit me every week
- maaya: if u don’t stay in irvine I will literally move to hawaii don’t leave us
- viola: u are a light in my life ty for always making me laugh
- seniors + graduates: congratulations!!  pls come visit!!
- new cab: LESSSGETIT

  Joyce Chan

alex chu - you have the best military boot basketball shoes i have ever seen! 
alex ng - i love how long your shorts are <3
grant - i think you’re better at bball than rudy gobert!
alpine - thank you for taking me under your wing you are the kindest orphan leader (t shirt finess-
er) i kn
sydney - u troll NICE CAULK! wait i barely know her
taylor - one day ill rep 225 for 5 reps i swear 
kasey - beep beep boop boop to the most norcal person ik???
ashley - TOO MANY GLOCKIESS any daves hotters?
brian - i strive for a dumpy as big as yours u big bootied man
joner - one day we’ll get pick up stix. one day. 

  Austin Chen

chudude: you keep laughing and those around you will laugh too 
genots: when i see you smile it makes me smile too. you should smile more!
joner: so glad i get to intern under you! you were a mentor to me, and I appreciate all the times you 
were there for me when I needed it
kidng: every time i talk to you i feel so welcomed, bless your warm hearted soul
fitgalhaytay: meeting you definitely changed my life. made my first year here unforgettable, and i 
wouldn’t change a single thing about it. can’t thank you enough for what you have done for me. ima 
miss you frfr. 
sydmoney: your energy and random comments are so funny lul
smellmonster: thanks for the referral! i owe you a big one. you also tell really funny stories and it 
makes the room laugh every time 
pinepine69: you’re like a big brother to me! i appreciate our conversations and how we see things 
similarly. 
guseph: you’re so easy to talk to! i will miss your welcoming hugs
everyone: thank you guys for such a fun year! tomo won’t be the same without y’all. i appreciate 
every single one of you guys!

  Stanley Chen

kasey: smellmaster! who wouldve known that we would have become such good friends after not 
talking to each other for the first 18 years of our lives LMAOO from being on cab to playing sports 
to fortnite to just hanging out w you, i wouldnt change a thing. thank you for all your support and 
friendship over these last four years <3 i’m looking forward to the many more memories that are 
inevitably in store and good luck at tableau (although you wont need it xd) taylor: the first two 
years of us just taking math and physics classes together were my favorite classes LOL please delete 
the pictures of me sleeping. thank you for your constant support, advice, and encouragement - 
whether it be in tomo, school, or professionally, you have always pushed me to be the best version 
of myself and it brought me a lot of comfort knowing you were in my corner. i know that there’s still 
plenty of dumb foolery we’ll get up to in the future and im looking forward to it HAHA go kill it in 
plano! sydney: i blame my sporadic addiction gaming bc of you putting me on fortnite LOL but for 
real thanks for everything these past four years! i feel like we have a similar thought process when 
it comes to a lot of things and so it has always been really easy and nice talking to you which is 
something i really appreciate. you’re one of the funnest people i know and hanging out/talking w 
you has always been some of the most fun times i’ve had! im looking forward to all the victory 
royales, val vlips, bruxie trips, or anything else that’ll happen in the future :) thanks again zista! SL: 
for all three of you, words cannot express how grateful i am for you guys. the time spent and memo-
ries made w you three are ones that i will hold especially dear :’) although we’ll all be moving on to 
different things, i will always have your back 110%!! ashley wong: whats up brother! thanks for 
being a great intern and for supporting tomo these past couple years. but more importantly, thanks 
for being great friend :)) it’s always a hella fun time w you and i hope we’re able to hang more even 
after college :’) alpine tang: wow best friend! i can’t believe we’ve hung out every day since the 
start of fall quarter! you’re one of the funniest, if not THE, guys i know (and most good looking too! 
xd) and i’m really glad we were able to hang out a lot more this year :)) good luck with wherever life 
takes you and lets hang out more! brian vong: some brian vong action! it’s been really fun hang-
ing out w you more this year and thanks for the valorant carry HAHA good luck w life after college 
and lets stay in touch and hang! joseph gu: guseph! as one of the few people who have been in 
tomo the full 4 years, i cannot thank you enough for sharing this long, crazy tomo experience w me 
:’) from interning to sus cab and everything between, it has been a pleasure working with and 
getting to know you. you are one of the most responsible and capable people i’ve met and i know 
you’ll be successful in anything you pursue :) good luck with post tomo life and let’s keep in touch! 
mikey: hey mikey! thank you for supporting tomo this year :) although you might not have come 
out to every afterevent, i definitely saw the impact you had on many members and im very grateful 
for that! also, congrats! xd chase: CHAASE! i know you didn’t come out a whole lot this year but 
that doesnt mean you didnt give back to tomo! being in the same family last year was a lot of fun 
and i appreciate the support you gave tomo this year :)) good luck w your future endeavors and lets 
hang before this year ends! kevin yang: “clubs aren’t really my thing” my fkn ass LMAOO im glad 
you started coming out and its been hella fun playing ball with you this year! congrats on graduat-
ing and i hope we can keep playing basketball and hang in the future! ktvipers: its been really cool 
to see you so active in tomo this year and im glad we got the chance to hang more this year! good 
luck on your fourth year and please be a better example for the new members next year LOOOL 
keech + vince: after mammoth i really thought you guys would come out more (“we gotta come 
out, we heard too much sentimental stuff!”) but you guys havent LMAOO you guys are hella funny 
and i hope you guys enjoy your fourth year! hopefully we’ll hang before we all graduate this year 
HAHA ashley sue: wth brother i wasted a draft pick on you LMAOO i know you’ve been real busy 
this year but thanks for taking the time to come out when you can, and it was really cool seeing you 
come out to mammoth :)) thanks for being a real one these last few years and good luck w your 
fourth year! jill: i still owe you boba LOL good luck w your fourth year! marissa: please stop 

staring at my nipples LMAO austin chen: you’re one heckuva guy keep doing what you do brother 
ily sandy: this is your shoutout, pls venmo me $5 HAHA jk! thank you for your hard work this 
year, tomo wouldn’t be what it is without you sandy and i am so glad i had the opportunity to work 
with you. you’re a super genuine and funny person and i know that you’ll do big things in the future 
:)) enjoy your senior year and let’s hang out in norcal (or socal) !!! emi: thank you for everything 
you’ve done this year! you have been such a rock, not just for cab and tomo, but for me as well, and 
i am so glad to have been able to work with you this past year. sorry for giving you the nickname 
goldfish LOL but regardless if you have bad memory, i know that you’ll be successful in wherever 
life takes you :) good luck on your senior year and win some black shirts!! hope to see you around 
whether it be in norcal or socal! :) hanna: congrats on a lovely semi hanna! its been a pleasure to 
see how youve grown over this past year and how much passion and work you put into organizing 
this amazing banquet :) thank you for giving my tomo experience such a wonderful ending, and 
congrats you are officially done! CHARLOTTE: smd >:) HAHA i am so very grateful that i had the 
chance to get to know you this year. you are genuinely one of the most infectious, pure, and positive 
people i have ever met and it always puts a smile on my face when you walk into a room xd good 
luck next year as social! you have all the tools to be the best social ever, although you got some big 
shoes to fill (ahem me and joner xd) thank you for spending my last year of tomo with me and im 
so proud of you brother! christian: my guy! i know i give you a lot of shit but i am very happy that 
you are succeeding me as president - i know that you hold just as much passion for tomo as i do 
and trust you wholeheartedly :) ill be around so dont be afraid to reach out if you ever need any-
thing, and good luck my friend! as capable as you are, you are gonna need it xdd erik: thanks for 
being a great brother… LOOL what if i did that again! but thanks for supporting me and tomo this 
year, it’s been really fun being able to share the tomo experience with you. it’s really nice to see you 
so involved not only in tomo but csuf nsu and i know that you’ll do big things for them :) proud of 
you bro! alex ng: working w you this year has been an absolute pleasure! you are one of the nicest 
guys i know and tomo would be nothing like how it is w/o you! although our time on cab is coming 
to end, i hope we stay in touch and are able to hang more! alex’s forever!!!!! grant: it’s crazy to 
think that four years ago we didn’t even know each other, but here we are, the outgoing exec of 
tomo LOL i cannot begin to describe how grateful i am to have met and gotten to know you and 
there is no greater person i could have asked to be my partner this year :’) although we’re done w 
tomo, im still looking forward to all the stuff we’ll be up to now! thanks again brother and congrats 
we did it!!!!!! jonah: omg im getting a joner ahhh! it’s been super fun working with and getting to 
know you better this year, you’re one dummy funny dude and im glad to call you one of my closest 
friends :)) thanks for being a real one this year and im sorry for all the resting sad face + whisperitis 
+ multiple puberty jokes LMAOO but theyre not done yet! im excited for all the other dumb jokes 
we’ll make in the future and good luck on your last quarter xdd HAHA poinci <33: thank you very 
much for coming to tomo this year :’) who wouldve thought that this is how things would play out 
between us but i sure am glad that they did! although it hasn’t been very long, i wouldnt have 
wanted to spend the end of my tomo experience any other way :) thank you for being my first lady, 
and even though my time as president is coming to an end, i am excited for what ever is next to 
come for us! (o.o)7 #tomotuesday: i’ve hated you for the past 4 years. goodbye. new cab: you all 
are an exemplary group of people who i know will take tomo to where it needs to be and im excited 
to see where that is! please take good care of my home for the last four years :) jfc: ill say a lot more 
to each of you in the warm&fuzzys i will write by the end of the year LMAOO but for now, thank 
you all for your hard work this year. i couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to work with 
in my last year in tomo and i hope you’re all just as proud as i am of what we were able to accom-
plish :) although our time on cab has come to an end, we will always be jfc and you guys will always 
be my cabinet! id say we really hit the nail on the head dont ya think?? love yall <3 tomo: thank 

you the past 4 years. words cannot encompass how much appreciation and passion i have for this 
club. the people i’ve met and the memories i made here at tomo will always be what i hold most 
dear from my time in college. if i could go back and do it all over again, i wouldn’t change a thing! 
please continue to be a home for everyone else who finds their way to this club :) for the last time, 
this is kaichou signing off! love you tomo no kai! <3 with lots of love,
        alex “kai”-chu

Seniors: Woohoo we’re almost done with school HAHA just wanted to say congrats to everyone 
and good luck with adulthood :) 
JFC Cab: Y’all did amazing this year! I appreciate all the efforts y’all put in to bring back in-person 
tomo after covid!! Take a well deserved break :)) 
New Cab: Congrats and I’m super excited for you all! Good luck next year! 
Fomo Fam: I hope y’all had a fun time this year at all the family events! Congrats to all the seniors 
and for those returning, I hope you all continue to come out to Tomo! 
Alex Ng: Ty ty again for taking so many pictures this year so everyone can relive the memories !! 
(My mom appreciates it a lot HAHA)
Emi: Great job with Ballin’!! I know it was kinda crazy this year with Covid but u did an amazing 
job handling it all and I had a lot of fun at the tournament :) 
Hanna: Great job with Semi!! I know you’ve been super stressed but you’ve done great on cab this 
year and I’m glad I got to meet you in person this year :) 
Andrew Park: Just wanted to say congrats on becoming the new sports coord and that I trust you 
to carry on the tomo sports culture :)
Sandy: I never would’ve imagined that this is where our friendship would be now HAHA it’s been 
a fun time going to school with you for like 7 years :) I’m very glad I was able to share the tomo 
experience with you and I hope you have a very fun senior year!
Alex Chu: Thx for being a brother to me the entirety of college from the beginning to the end. 
From going to mammoth together our freshman year, to being on sus cab, through covid, and 
seeing you become the face of tomo senior year. You’ve done an amazing job for tomo and I’m 
proud to call you my friend since childhood HAHA
Taylor: I could prob write a lot but it’s been a crazy 4 years and I’m super grateful you were by my 
side for all the ups and downs. You’ve really helped me grow throughout college and I could not 
imagine living with anyone else HAHA 
Sydney: You were always my favorite in SL HAHAH (@Alex @Taylor she told me to write this 
lool) But anyways Sydney our friendship has come a long way since we didn’t talk to each other 
even tho we played on the same bball team. I love your witty humor and I have enjoyed spending 
these last 4 years of college with you :) 
Alpine: 01101000 01100001 01100111 01110011
SUS Cab (Alex, Grant, Joseph): Glad we all got to take pics at the real mammoth this year 
together bc I rlly miss sus cab and the spring quarter we never got to have :/ But glad I got to expe-
rience tomo alongside you all for our senior year and good luck to all of you post-grad!
Kevin and Rodd: Glad y’all came out to tomo more this year, and I’ve had a lot of fun playing 
sports with you two HAHA
Pickup basketball ppl: Ty to everyone who came out to play pickup early in winter quarter and 
I’m very happy that everyone was so down to keep it up every weekend even in the early morning 
HAHA I think this is the most basketball I’ve played since high school and I’ve enjoyed getting to 
know you all :) 
  Kasey Chuang

JFC: I am so honored and happy to have been able to work with, learn from, and spend time with 
such great people throughout the year. Guseph: Thank you sincerely for all your guidance and tips 
for navigating in-person PR this year. Christian: I'm sure you're going to be an awesome Tomo prez 
B) Ashley Y: You are such a bright person to be around. Blake: Thanks for studying with me for SoJ 
class! I hope we can leave with a dub :,) Arry: You are so funny wow! Thanks for always making me 
laugh. Reese: I have loved hanging out with you and getting curry this year! Tony: Best IM captain 
ever. I stan. Tawni & Momo: you are both so sweet. I hope next year I can learn about you each 
more! Stanley: Cracked dancing skills. Sydney J: You are one of the coolest people I've had the 
chance to meet! Miyo: I'm glad I was able to get to know you more in tones! Hannah D: I've 
enjoyed talking to you at the start of every meeting! Interns: Thank you for all the work you've put 
into the program; you're a POG group! PR interns: So pr.

  Eadan Dury
max: we got this. 
new cab: we got this.
poinci: thank you for joining tomo with me
alex ng: thank you for being the reason i joined tomo (you were holding the email list clipboard at 
AIF and bc you were hella friendly)
alex chu, grant, eadan, minami^2, jonah, emily, hanna, alex ng, sandy, emi, and jocab: absolutely 
spectacular job this year

  love, marmar

Cynthia: im literally so so so incredibly thankful for you  ill always be here to support you no matter 
what  ilysm <3
Mika: youre literally so funny omg i love being around you and i appreciate you so freakin much
Joyce and diane: hehe i love spending time with you both <3 also we still havent taken joyce to the 
anteatery :( also DIANE PLEASE DONT LEAVE US
Eric-oOooO
Poinci and marissa and alex: y’all are so nice and welcoming let’s hang out more hehee :)
Guseph, christian, blake, jonah: thank you for letting us use your house and for everything 
Stanley and brian and josh: haha the rare times we eat lunch together :)

  Jasmine Foo

jasmine: i’m so glad i met you in chinese this year and that you agreed to check out tomo with me!! 
it’s literally crazy how fast we became so close. i’m so grateful for your friendship and for always 
being down to do random things w me <3 
mika: i’m so thankful you were randomly put into my car for my first tomo event, you’ve become 
one of my closest friends and you’re such a sweet, caring person!! 
joyce, diane: we met at the winter fam event and since then you two have always been there for me. 
i always look forward to our brandy meals <3
stanley: aren’t you glad i reached out to you for trampoline park, now you have a carry in chinese 
:D you better keep taking chinese next year.
christian, guseph, jonah, blake: thanks for always letting us hangout at your place, even when it’s 
last minute :) and the kickbacks y’all host are 
alex ng: you’re the nicest most positive person i know and i’ll miss you lots next year :(( 
andrew: gym when?
hanna, poinci, marissa: you guys are soo sweet and i hope to get to know you guys more next year!
  cynthia gao

Alex Ng: Thank you for such a wonderful program! You've had so much to do recently and you've 
put so much effort into all of it and it shows! Hanna: Congrats on a wonderful Semi!!!!! It's been a 
long time coming so hopefully you're enjoying it as much as everyone else is! We could not have 
asked for a better Secretary this year! Interns: Thank you all for your work this year. I can honest-
ly say this has been the best group of interns I've seen and it makes me so happy that so many of 
you guys stuck around to help make Tomo what it is. Social Interns: It only took an entire quar-
ter and a half for all of us to hang out together but I'm so glad we did. You are all very cool and 
funny and I'm so glad to have gotten to be your mentor. Max Einstein & Arry Wang: You guys 
are real ones for comin' out to Tomo. I hope all of the traveling has been worth it for you two 
because I have appreciated seeing you guys so much every week since Fall quarter. My Girl: Love 
you Baby. Tomo Pickup Ball: Thank you guys for everything this year. I've never done /sport/ 
sports and I'm sure it showed, but you guys always made such an effort to make me feel welcomed 
anyways and I am eternally grateful for all of you. Baby Kickers & Let's Hit That & Tomo 
Softball: Hooray for Spring IMs!!! Per my last note, I've never done sports, but they've been so 
much fun with all of you guys! Skit Bunch: So I don't think we're doin a Skit Bunch Lunch LOL, 
but there was no other way I would have rather spent all of my Wednesday nights than hanging out 
with all of you. Jaroinci: We haven't hung out in so long. I miss you guys. Joyce, respectfully, I'm 
gonna finish the book. You're taking too long. New Cab: Congrats to all of you! I am beyond excit-
ed to see what's in store for Tomo next year, you're gonna do a great job! I can feel it in my bones. 
Candidates: I'm so proud of how hard you all worked this year. Elections were so tough because 
every single person that spoke would have been so perfect for the roles. It's been so great getting to 
know you all this year. You guys have really become the face of Tomo, and I hope you continue to 
get the recognition you all so deserve next year! Tomo No Kai: I gave you guys everything I had 
this year. And I don't regret a single moment of it. You all gave my life so much meaning and joy 
and I will never be able to express how much you all have meant to me. So cheers to the first year 
back in person, it makes me so glad to see that the Tomo I knew and loved before we went online is 
alive and well. To everyone returning next year - please keep coming out and doing you. Tomo is so 
great because of it. 
  JonerG

Alex Chu: hi Alex! what a crazy year it has been. although it wasn’t quite the old tomo we had back 
in freshman/soph year, you and Grant have done an amazing job at reviving tomo and getting 
really close to the energy we’ve had in years past, and I really couldn’t have imagined anyone else 
but you two. Ever since freshman year, you’ve been such a bright and passionate and amazing 
person who never fails to make me laugh on Thursdays during meeting/afterevents. From intern-
ing together to SUS cab to being in skit, we’ve been through so much that tomo has to offer. I hope 
you continue to shine wherever you go after UCI and hopefully we’ll be able to continue bumping 
paths in the future :)
Grant Yamamoto: hello! I really gotta hand it to you too for helping reshape tomo into the tomo we 
knew and loved pre-covid. It has always been really nice speaking with you and seeing you at all the 
tomo events. The club means so much to the both of us and I’m glad we’ve been through it for all 4 
years together. It’s kinda weird realizing how this is all coming to a close, and ofc I’m unhappy with 
how much covid took from us, esp during SUS cab, but thank you for an amazing senior year. I 
wish you well wherever you go! Live long and prosper, and I’ll see you :)
Alex Ng: HELLOOO!!! It’s really sad how this final year is so close to the end, but I hope you had an 
amazing tomo experience for the past two years. You’ve been an absolute shining star, and I’ve 
always loved talking to you about really random or deep things. Be amazing wherever you go and 

I’m always happy if you decide to come back and visit :)
Kasey Chuang: hi Kasey! What a long 4 years it has been my dude, but I can’t imagine it without 
you. From being interns together to SUS cab to even being on WICS board, there has been so much 
that we’ve gone through together. I honestly can’t quite recall how we met formally, but I’m sure 
glad we did HAHA. You’ve always been a really cool and down-to-earth person, and it has always 
been fun talking about CS with you. I’m gonna miss you once you move back to norcal but I’m sure 
you’ll continue to be the CS god even up there :) come visit!
Ashley Yabumoto: HIIIIIIIII HAHAHA sucks that it’s all coming to an end :(( but thank you for 
being a really great friend all these years! I always loved hearing about your day and dance and 
everything in between, and I know you’ll be an amazing educator for them kids out there :0, espe-
cially cuz you’re seriously the sweetest person I know. I hope you never encounter any more gross 
roommates too HAHA
Daniel Rossmeisl: My man. Hello there. It’s been a fun four years and I’m glad you came out a lot 
more this year! I’ve unfortunately been a bit mia with our friend group but hopefully we’ll get 
something in before we all go. Make big bucks at salesforce and come visit from time to time! I’ll 
def come visit SF too so be ready for me to ask about a tour HAHA
Diane: HI DIANE!! I’m really happy that we got so close over this past year hanging out both in and 
outside tomo! It is always SO fun to talk to you about anything and I’m glad we vibe so well HAHA. 
Be amazing wherever you go and we’ll talk more!
HH House: hello my bros. Thanks for an amazing year heh
  Guseph

JFC: thank you for a wonderful year! With transitioning from online to in-person, we faced many 
challenges but we took it all like a champ! I am extremely grateful for being able to work with yall 
the past year and spending 15+ hours w yall every week LMAO. Even though our term is over, I 
hope to see yall around next year

Seniors: CONGRATS CLASS OF 2022!!! Yall did it!!! Good luck with your future endeavors and 
wishing you luck in the adult world

Suda: WE’RE FINALLY DONE!! We officially get to retire and take our long-awaited break haha. 
Thank you for being cultural with me this year and helping me through the rough patches. I m 
really glad we got to share this experience and I couldn't imagine being cultural with anyone else. 
Love you always and forever bestie! 

Alex chu: hi alex, first i just wanted to say congrats on graduating and completing your term as 
tomo’s president. You really set the bar high for this position HAHAH. But thank you for always 
listening to my rants and being there for me when i was at my low. I really appreciate you and our 
friendship <: tomo won’t be the same wo you. GOOD LUCK POST GRAD HEH momo&tawni: 
congrats on becoming next year’s cultural! you’re abt to experience all kinds of ups and downs , but 
just know your cab will always be there for you. don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help and 
remember to have fun in the process. try to savor every moment because your term goes by quickly- 
that's something I wish I did a bit more. regardless i’m sure you’ll both have a great time and do a 
wonderful job as cultural. good luck! 
  homma

@alex ng super grateful I got to meet and know u!! Most influential man I’ve ever met at UCI and 
played a big impact on making this year such a memorable one! #sfs  @kasey @taylor @sydney 
@alpine @brian @ashely @alex chu @grant and other senior bballers, see u guys as summer camp 
and next year practices ! @joyce @marissa @haruya @musashi @alex ng summer hangouts??  

@kento @andrew big shoutout to you guys as it’s been an amazing year hanging out with y’all, 
eating, playing sports, and excited to live in cardboard boxes with you guys next year ! @mika 
@kento @kyoko @ryan shoutout to the first group of Tomo friends, when we going back to Round1 
tho? @mika electric buds , super grateful I got to meet u and u still need to download Minecraft  
@cynthia @jasmine interns next year  @old cab thank u guys for making this year the best year so 
far!  @charlotte @max @marissa @ryan @joyce @tawni @momo @andrew @reese @jacob 
@kyoko @christian super excited next year!!  
  - Josh Louie 

HH: You guys are dope mates to have
Hanna: TY FOR SEMI
21-22 cab: Thanks for everything!
Max and Marissa: GG the club is in good hands!
22-23 cab: Godspeed to y'all, you're all gonna do great Can't wait to see what you guys do!
Fellow nominees: For those of us who can run again, wishing you best of luck next time! To those of 
us that can't: L + ratio + no damsels + skill gap
Arry: You will win the next election EZ brother
Tomo Top 5: Thanks for reigniting the fun that I had playing basketball and dealing with my awful-
ness!
Tomo as a whole: I'm grateful for everyone that I've had the chance to interact with. I got to meet so 
many amazing people in such a short span of time. Love y'all!
  -Blake Madison

seniors: congratulations for getting this far! for those who participated in sttomps, thank you and 
i’m glad to have been able to work with you! i hope tomo gave you all memories to cherish forever 
and i wish everyone the best of luck in your future endeavors :)
JFC: although it’s my first year, i’m certain you guys are the best cab tomo has ever had :) you all 
made tomo such a welcoming and fun environment and i’m so thankful for each and every one of 
you! congratulations for a great year!
minami^2: yayy congrats for getting through the year! ik it was busy and really difficult for you 
both so enjoy your well-deserved rest! thanks sm for everything you’ve done for us, you’re the best! 
i’ll miss being your interns, but be prepared bc we’ll be bothering you a lot next year :P
cultural interns: hiiii gj not dropping out until the end of the year even tho cultural was kind of a lot 
of work lol i’m so glad i got to work with y’all and i love you chaotic people :) intern under cultural 
again so you can be our interns LMAO
tawni: lub you bestie&co :)
  - Momo Nakanishi

@Ashley W.-HI FAVORITE PERSON! All I remembered was the Warriors jerseys from when we 
first started, but it's grown into a friendship. Thank you!

@Alpine- Hey boss. It's been a good 3 months or so since the day you picked up the orphans. 
Thank you for doing it since I got to know how great of a person you are, and I hope you keep up 
with us in the future. Thank you!

@Brian V.-You have such a big heart and a booty, but more importantly a booty. Thanks for all the 
carrying you do in and off the court. Thanks!

@Kasey- hi Kasey. You're pretty cool ngl and I'm thankful to have met you as one of the first people 

who got me hooked onto Tomo. Stay cool!

@Taylor- Hey haytay, thanks for being the realistic person who could help me see through a lot of 
the problems I had. Thank you!

@Sydney S.-You're mad you're mad you're mad. I'm mad now cuz ur leaving us, but please come 
back to visit us. We're gonna miss your existence.

@JFC cab- 

Alex C-you were an amazing president and I truly appreciate

and look up to you, dont forget our kbbq. 

Grant- cut your hair you're gonna be sexy. Love all the late nights we spent. 

Jonah- You are one fit ass mofo. Please come back to play with us, you truly are so good

at basketball now. 

Alex N-Hey there daddy, i mean daddy, i mean daddy.Your uplifting atmosphere within Tomo was 
originally one of the reasons I ran for cab and got hooked to Tomo. 

Thank you guys all for your hard work.

@guseph thank you for being such a caring and nice unkie to be around

at all times

@daniel R. POGO TIME WHOOO hope u had a great year with us

  - Andrew Park

Wow can't believe the time has already come for me to write these. How sad :'( but its okay cause I 
can confidently say I am so grateful for everyone Tomo has introduced me to and all the memories 
I've made with them. hopefully i don't cry at semi :o

To all the nonseniors: don't take your college time for granted, it'll be over before you know it! 
You'll forget about the test you failed but you'll always remember the memories you make at tomo 
forever! LOL HAGS

Smellmaster: Kasey chuang has got a massive... anyways wow can you believe our time has come 
already? it seems like just yesterday you were hugging me and then passing out on the couch just 
yesterday HAHA its so sad but i'm glad i got to take at least one class with you in college! I am 
beyond grateful to have gotten closer with you and it couldn't have been done without tomo wow! 
it's so easy to talk with you kasey and remember "just go with the flow and if it's not a hard yes, it's 
a hard no!" anyways I love you kasey!!! ;* we're hanging out this summer and both moving back to 
Norcal so I'll see you later buddy (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

bigboy246: hay freaking tay! top criers at Lotus lesssgoooo HAHAHA crazy to think we went to 
preschool together then didn't really talk and now we're so close in college AHAH I am beyond 
grateful to have gotten closer to you and be on crackhead energy with you! I am grateful to have 
had you always pushing and encouraging me to do things that I don't think I would do otherwise! 
Everyone needs a haytay in their life and I'm thankful to have you! I am gonna miss you so much 
but I wish you the best of luck in Texas yeehaw! well come visit and it'll be so much fun! but in the 
meantime see you on val! (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

chudude: alexanderrrr chuuuu (hope you read that as your producer tag) I can't believe we're 
graduating that's bonkers! but i'm beyond grateful to have gotten so close with you in college. I 

remember seeing this short little boy all the time at basketball who would've thought we would be 
here now wow. it seems like just yesterday you were sending dance snaps at 3 am in your commu-
nal bathroom HAHa you should start doing that again pls! thanks for always playing fornite with 
me and val... sometimes when you were free, busy boy. Congrats mr. president on your year on cab. 
You have done so much for this club and it would definitely not be the same without you! let's make 
the rest of the year crazy wooo (ps you were always my fav in SL uwu) HAGS

Microchode: anybody? anybody at all? you don't have to know them DING DONG ur wong :D i 
was so sad when you texted me that you weren't playing this weekend :( I can't believe were gradu-
ating and our time as college roommates is coming to an end. but i am soo thankful to have gotten 
so close with you its actually crazy how much we have in common! remember before we met each 
other, mciihelle would alwasys say we were like the same person and she was really right LOOL 
except you're way cooler, athletic, hotter, funnier, and prettier than me sheeeshhh. Hanging out 
with you and double date is always so much fun! we need to hurry and get that air mattress so we 
can have more sleepovers! i miss sharing a double with you and staying up late just chatting! any-
ways so glad you got so involved in tomo and glad i could spend time with tomo and you together! 
love you lots wongerz! HAGS

Shaq: I just saw your semi shoutout rn on discord and it was so short so i'll keep this short. thanks 
for coming out to tomo jk you only come when Ashley comes troll. jk sorry you got covid at ballin 
we missed you v much. HAGS

Airplane: I know you like this type of stuff so i'll try extra hard to make yours good HAHA but 
wow crazy to see how much you have grown over the years and how much you like tomo now. I just 
wish you would've listened to me sooner and came out to tomo sooner because I'm sure you 
would've loved it. omg im running out of time but i am so thankful to have gotten to know you 
throughout college it is crazy it is already our time to graduate :( I hope you don't get mad at me but 
even if you do its okay as long as you don't ignore me AHAHA but fr thanks for always being such a 
good friend and using my car all the time and making me cry LOL jkjk. but so thankful to have you 
as a friend and I love hanging with double date but stop asking me for tea all the time you troll. 
can't wait for more hangouts this quarter and your birthday bash coming up LOL lets make the rest 
of the year bonkers booyaaahhh!! HAGS

Kaitlyn: IKAAAIIIKAAAA I AM SO THANKFUL TO HAVE GOTTEN BLOCKED BY YOU THAT 
FIRST TOMO PRACTICE. I REMEMBER I WAS LIKE YOO THIS GIRL AND THEN WE BUMPED 
AND YOU WOULDN'T STOP APOLOGIZING HAHAHA. YOU ARE PROB ONE OF THE KINDEST 
AND WHOLESOME PEOPLE THAT I KNOW AND WE MUST PROTECT YOU AT ALL COSTS! I 
AM SO GLAD TO HAVE GOTTEN TO PLAY SD AND IMS WITH YOU AND KENTO AND PLAY-
ING AGAINST YOU AT BALLIN WAS SO MUCH FUN! I AM SO SAD I AM GRADUATING AND I 
WILL MISS YOU SO SO MUCH :( BUT ITS OKAY CAUSE WE STILL HAVE THE REST OF THE 
QUARTER AND SUMMER TO HANG RIGHT?! WOOO! ALSO YOU'RE CRACKED AT VAL YOU 
DEF ARE MINIMUM SILVER FOR SURE LETS PLAY MORE! I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN NEXT 
YEAR AND MAKE THE MOST OF THE TIME YOU HAVE LEFT! YOU SHOULD STAY JUST A 
WHOLE YEAR PLSSS!!! LOVE YOUU! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Kento: KENTTOOO wow i can't believe how much we have all hung out in such a short amount of 
time. I'm sorry I was so annoying about boner day on sports day but i just thought whatever this 
freshman won't care plus you laughed at my boner? I hardly know her joke LOL I thought you were 
so quiet but you're actually so loud. I am glad to have gotten so close to you this year and had so 
much fun playing with you and kaitlyn at SD! i hope you keep playing val road to gold wooo. I still 
think i am legit better than wordle than you sooo keep dreaming! be nice to your twin after i gradu-
ate! (ps youre my fav little shhh) HAGS

Dpoopster: "last guys hell" Andrew I'm so glad to have met and gotten to know you better this 

year. I remember thinking of you as the "ayo ref they got 6 guys on the field" guy but im glad thats 
not all i remember you by. Thanks for always setting up customs for us pls feel free to invite me 
next year! Can't wait to see what you do next year as sport coord! Goodluck! HAGS

Poostin: Boner? I hardly know her ha ha ha XD I'm glad you came out to tomo and stayed! You're 
so funny and it's so nice having someone to laugh at my bad... I mean really good jokes LOL. You're 
also such a baller! I'm sad I never got to play on a team with you but I can't wait to see what you do 
for the tomo team next year sheeshhh. hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

Ktvipers: kyle! If someone told me that I would be as close as I am with you rn, I would call major 
cap. You're pretty funny and I am glad to have gotten to know you better before I graduate. thanks 
for playing val, tiny towers, and pokemon go with me! I hope you have fun next year in tomo! try 
not to be so mean all the time pls! HAGS

Grant: hey major buddy! can you believe our college career is already almost over :( it seemed like 
just yesterday all us 4th years were just little freshman HAHA but so thankful to have met you 
grant! Hopefully like you said we can maybe work together in the future LOL go UPPP! Congrats on 
your time on board this year! I had a lot of fun at mammoth and thankful to have been your one up! 
lets play some board games sometime before we graduate!!! HAGS

Alex N: ALEX you're such a funny and energetic guy and you always make me laugh whenever I 
see you! Also thank you so much for always going out of your way and coming out to all the sports 
events HAGS

Suda: MINAMI!! Hi im so glad to have met you this year. And you're my mom wow too bad you 
think i'm a wrunkie even tho i am quite literally the opposite. but anyways congrats on you time on 
cab this year! I was so sad I couldn't come out to see your CN :( It looked amazing and you did a 
great job!! HAGS

Joner: Joneerrrrr I'm so glad you came out to basketball so much and played in all the tourna-
ments. It was so fun seeing how much you improved over the years wow. Also congrats on your 
year on cab! You did an amazing job! Hope we can hang out more before the year ends! HAGS

FirePhoenixYT: Joshuaaa glad we met this year and played so much basketball together! Pls 
keep making youtube videos so I can watch of you kiddos after I graduate. Also thanks for making 
that one play for me at SD LOL FLANK! HAGS

Anthony Truong: ANTHONYY i owe you a good shoutout since my mammoth one was so 
doodoo. But I can't believe we first met at the beach that one time with Trevor. I am sorry I was so 
slumped that day but I am glad regardless I still got to know you and through tomo no less HAHA. 
i'm so glad you have such a fat tomo boner and come out so much! Playing sports with you was so 
funny and you look like a little kid playing basketball NOT ME! HAGS

Hanna: Congrats on planning and organizing Semi! Even tho I'm writing this before even attend-
ing I'm sure it was great and went off without a hitch! Woo HAGS

General Cab: congrats on your time on cab! Thank you so much for all the hard work you did this 
year for the club! I know it was probably a lot of work this year coming out of covid times and I give 
you guys my utmost respect for making my last year so fun! HAGS

New Cab: Congrats you guys! I wish you guys the best of luck next year. I am happy you guys all 
made it and I am happy to see the club be left in your guys' hands wooo goodluck! HAGS

Basketballers:  there is no other way i would chose to spend my saturday mornign than balling 
with you guys! I am so surprised that we had so many practives every weekend cause we usually 
never had that! i hope it is a trend that will continue for years to come and i am so thankful to have 
gotten the chance to meet and play with you guys! you all truly made my tomo senior year the best! 

goodluck next year with all your tourneys hopefully you'll see a couple of us alumnis' faces ;) HAGS

Dumpy Fam: WOW i can't believe we won first place jk im not surprised we are the best family 
and no other family even comes close in comparison AHAH HAGS

RODDD: sheeshhh I can't believe you spent so much money on those softball cleats! You hit 
dingers HAHA HAGS

Shly, Jillian, Keech, and Vince: You guys are so funny and I wish you guys would've come out 
more :( but that's okay I still enjoyed the few times you did HAHA. You guys better come out more 
to tomo next year and dominate the basketball teams. Hope to see at least one of you at a Saturday 
practice before the year ends. Also I know you prob won't even see this but whatever lol (also thank 
you vince for the val boost lolol) HAGS

- Sydney Santo

HEY TOMO!! congrats hanna on semi! thanks to everyone who made this year special! emi - thanks 
for being the best mentor ever! sports interns - BEST GROUP NO CAP LOVE YOU GUYS sandy - 
let's hang out over summer! joyce - glad i met you! let's get boba! poinci/marissa - yall are so chill! 
lets hang more max - really glad i met you this year kai - undefeated ryan - youre so silly anthony - 
chad jasmine I LOVE YOU <3 stanley - suhhhh dude JFC cab - thank you guys for an awesome 
year! next cab - MAKE IT GOOD! arey - uci when everyone else - LETS HANG OUT

- Eric Shebert

Kyoko: I may have dragged you to week 0’s meeting but I’m glad u stuck around and u’re gonna be 
on CAB next yr!? Who would have thought  
Josh, Kento, Ryan, Kyoko: It feels like yesterday how we all met in October and how close we 
were to having our own lil hangout since we had no rides to bowling  
Josh: The amount of time you called me lame in fall do I get to call you lame now 
Homma: Eventho I used to see u every Monday in Torrance, we were so shy we barely talkedand 
that one time we actually tried to hang out, you slept all day instead 忙しい中1年間お疲れ様でした:)
Cynthia&Jasmine: How we randomly met at the trampoline event is funny but I’m really glad we 
did:) can’t wait to spend my junior yr with y’all
Christian, Guseph, Jonah, & Blake: thank you for all the rides and for letting us use your 
house:) we love the Tomo house
Andrew: Your eyes when you physically look down at me lol 
Alex Ng: I really am gonna miss chatting with you and your happy vibes 
-- Mika Sugamura 

Momo: it’s been a v wonky year but thanks for sticking with me. Let’s do our best next year 
Cultural interns: I loved working with you all! Thanks for being such cool and quirky people :P
Minami^2: you guys are the best mentors  thank you for everything and sorry if momo and I bother 
you with questions next year 
Guseph: you’re one person that’s really stood out to me this whole year! You’ve helped momo and I 
in odori, always spoke to us, and supported the things we do. I’m grateful to have met you and will 
miss you!
  Sincerely,
  Tawni Sugita

seniors: CONGRATS ON GRADUATING!! yall are gonna do great things :))
cab: thank you all for being so kind & welcoming!! you made this year amazing (also shoutout to 
alex c, alex n, grant, & jonah: tomo won't be the same w/out you guys :'))
hanna: CONGRATS ON AN AMAZING SEMI!! you worked so hard this year and i couldn't have 
asked for a better mentor <3
secretary interns: ty for making my intern experience so amazing, so happy i met you all :)
maya, letitia, lauren, angel, michelle: so glad i got to know yall better this year/this quarter LOL 
keep in touch!! <3 -zoe

Reese: you're so cool and can pull off any fit, looking forward to seeing your ideas come alive in 
tomo :) you also got some impossible petr running speed
Hanna: thank you for all the hard work you've put into planning semi�
Marissa: i love your posters and really admire your time management skills (also the time of lasers 
is coming to an end yay)
Tara: looking forward to enjoying more tomo events with you :D
Lauren K: when i get my car back i'm going to AZ and parking in the wide spaces
  -miyo

Alex Chu & Ng: Thanks for introducing me to tomo. Owe you both a lot
Emily: Thanks for being the best mentor a treasurer intern could ask for *^*
Max, Letitia and Take: Love you guys so much!! Best intern group yknow yknow B) glad we got one 
boothing event running this year- wouldn’t have wanted to spend it with anyone else <3
Kai: we’re gonna return to tomo next year absolutely shredded
Miyo: Love you, appreciate you, you are a precious person.
Lauren: Dodgeball skiing god B) cant wait for more tomo times with you
Hanna: You did great with elections and semi!! See? Idk why you were so stressed :) much love to 
you!!
Andrew: Andrew!! Looking forward to the upcoming year with you homie
Eadan: if we haven’t gotten curry by the time you’re reading this, we definitely need to!
Natalie: Are you reading this? Hi reading this, I’m Reese. Heh…
(Wee little) Liv: Haha look you’ve got your own tomo shoutout ;D yw. Gonna really miss you a lot 
next year tbh- but you didn’t hear that from me.
Fellow Tomodachis: Thanks for making my first year here so memorable! Looking forward to many 
more! <3
  -Reese Sunada

@Sydney Santo: thanks for introducing me to Tomo! U get to be my first shoutout bc of that. There 
is 0% chance I would have joined this club if it wasn't for you, and I'm super grateful because I've 
made some of my best college memories with the people I've met here. I don't know if these shout-
outs should be deep, or if we should just keep it surface level? But honestly, thanks for being one of 
my best friends throughout our 4 years here. You have a way of making everything fun, and I 
always love doing stuff with you. making you cry is one of my favorites! hope we keep in touch? 
Hags!
@Brian Vong: sup best friend! idek what to write cause i talk to you everyday lol. you can read what 
I wrote for sydney and all that applies to you too LOL. letting me get that brian vong action every-
day, and for being there for me through my ups and downs. even though you were my enemy for a 
bit. 
@Ashley Wong: sup best friend's girlfriend aka 4th roommate aka daughter! you can read what I 

wrote for sydney and brian and all that applies to you too. thanks for being my homie since fresh-
man year. I'm glad to call you one of my best friends in college, and I love that we got to spend a lot 
more time together sicne you're in my room every single night LOL but that means more time to 
spill tea! you are gonna be the greatest pharmacist in the world !
@Austin Chen: hi orphan #1 aka arry kisser aka taiwanese brother. crazy how we met in TAO and 
aren't even a part of it anymore. tao was fun while it lasted, but i enjoyed our time in Tomo much 
more. I love hooping with you, and I really appreciate how motivating you are to everyone on the 
court. your immature humor makes me laugh everytime. thanks for making my senior year great 
son 
@Andrew Park: hi orphan #2 aka guy who keeps trying to hold my hand. sports coord!! $400 suit 
worked out! i just met you this year but we've gotten superclose, and i'm glad we both know we can 
go to each other for support and advice. hope you get a big as big mike after this summer, and keep 
sports going strong next year son!
@Kyle Tashiro: hi orphan #3 aka asshole aka shitter. i did not think i would be as close to u as i am 
now when i first met you sophomore year. our melanin and dorothy dong connection is crazzyyyy! 
Remember that time we went to the beach at midnight and i was soooo niceee?? Glad i adopted you 
that night son
@Kento Matsumoto: kento!!!! U are a basketball god. I love how easy conversations are with you 
and how open you are to everything. Like, ive never met someone who is so ok with smelling other 
peoples socks or saying that they like to scratch and sniff like i do. And how everytime i want to do 
something, you’re always down. Hopefully we can go on some more hikes before i never see u 
again! 
@Kaitlyn Kodama: KAITLYN!!! KING KAITLYN KODAMA. I CANT BELIEVE I MET SOMEONE 
SHORTER THAN SYDNEY SANTO. BUT UR SO MUCH COOLER THAN HER. (jk sydney) IM 
RLLY EXCITED TO MAKE CLAM CHOWDER BOWLS! THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING DOWN 
TO DO STUFF AND BEING NICE TO EVERYONE. 
@Alex Chu: hello other best friend! it is crazy that we've hung out every single day throughout our 
4 years in college! i always enjoy your high energy and how you laugh at a lot of things I say, which 
makes me feel really good about myself. You yelling at me during Ballin our sophomore year is my 
favorite highlight of us two. also good job on not falling asleep during our car ride and proving 
Taylor wrong haha xD rofl lmfao lmaoooooo
@Kasey Chuang: 10101010 100000 1010100 11111 0010 ! hags! jk I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you better this year, mainly through just playing sports together lol. Thanks for not choosing 
me to be a sports intern too btw. Our CS bond is unmatchable and I know ur gonna be super 
successful at whatever cs nerd things you do in the future. Hope we keep in touch! (so u can help 
me get a job at Tableau!) 
@Taylor Togami: I feel like we got a lot closer after Mammoth, and I'm really happy that happened! 
you will always be known as fitgalhaytay aka strongest woman i know aka BIGBOY246. thanks for 
giving me extra ham and turkey for lunch, and for giving me advice on you know who HAHAHA I 
really respect your determination and drive, and u are gonna slay in texas
@Grant Yamamamamamoto: Hi grant! good job on being VP this year, mammoth was a ton of fun. 
I feel like I didn't get to know you a lot through Tomo, but i do remember having a rlly nice conver-
sation and getting to know you during our ride to UCLA (when brian was knocked out in the back 
lol) I always like playing basketball and valorant with you! what happend to the beach days??
@Jonah Gonzales: i rmbr first meeting you when I was with Bradley in some CE class. I didn't 
expect to be seeing you for the next 4 years in Tomo LOL, but I'm glad I did. you've always made 
tomo very welcoming to me and others, so ty for that! switch to cs man
@Anthony Truong: big baller anthony! i can't wait to see you lead our silver team at Ballin next 

year. your enthusiasm is contagious and i get hyped for anything whenever you're around. chuc 
mung nam moi! (is that racist? idk. happy new year!)
@Alex Ng: hi alex! thank you so much for taking so many pictures of me this year HAHA you are 
genuinely one of the kindest guys I know, and I rlly hope we do keep in touch!
@Arry Wang: i love you arry. pls notify me someway once you transfer into UCI
@Stanley Chen: hi stanley yelnats. u are so lucky you have 3 more years of college. make the most 
out of it, and lmk if you ever need help with anything! 
@kevin yang + rodd: playing ball with yall has been super fun this year! good lukc with adult life!
@Everyone who I play basketball with on the weekends: you guys know who you are. our weekend 
basketball practices + food afterwards is literally the highlight of my week every week and my 
favorite thing in tomo, and I love you guys for showing up every week and making it happen. like I 
said at mammoth, I'm not much of a talker. I don't even like talking at all. but basketball is a way 
for me to connect with others, and I feel like we all have a special bond because of it. love you guys!

  Love and please remember me, 
Alpine Tang (#grunkie, #didn'tpaymembershiptilweek6springquarter, #bestbasketballplayer, 

#tomonomostchanged)

Ryan Takeshi Gashi: you’re so silly 
  - Tony Tsuyama

SL: luv u guys 4L forever got y'alls backs 110%. i don't really have the words right now to describe 
my love for ya but you all hold a special place in my heart and are extremely important to me. 
thanks for all the mems, memes, dances, drinking games, troll moments, love and laughter. always 
looking back on my camera roll and it got me breathing thru my nose a lil harder 

oostin: hey kiddo :3 very proud of you and your career until this day. you are one smart cookie and 
i love how thoughtful you are. you are a genuine hooman bean and i've loved being ur big sis! get 
outta ur head during the game brotha u r probably one of my fav people to play with :) u have such 
a good energy when we play and i love how encouraging u are! that energy goes a longggg way here! 
don't stop reaching out to me when u need me i'll only be a call or text or ft away hehe

kento bento: hi kentoooo tenks for always being such a fun person to be around! u never fail to 
make the people around you laugh and smile without even trying! i am extremely grateful i got to 
meet ya before i graduated and im even more grateful ur in me n syd's fam! recruit more torrance 
basketball kids ! ahaha

ktvipers: kyleeeee u r one lil troll. tenks for bein a homie n always down. like always. tenks for also 
pickin me up that one time when i was :( with kento n syd that goes a long way in my heart buddy. 
u kinda remind me of that one episode in avatar when zuko is on his redemption arc and aang goes 
like "You know, Zuko, I don't care what everyone else says about you. You're pretty smart." imma 
miss u a lot dood don't b shy im always a call or text away ! 

stan the man: hi stanleyyyyyy tenks for poppin up that one time at the arc for pick up bc i don't 
know what woulda happen if you never came out to play basketball !!!! u r such a funny guy to be 
around and that's how i knew you'd b the perf addition to the fam :) you are much stronger and 
smarter than you think and you def need to pat urself on the back more! always got ur back even 
though i'll be in texas. i'll miss u mucho i'll be sure to call ya often! send me ur modern vids for next 
CN! 

brandon isa: brandonnnnnnnn ur basically immortal on val u needa get on that pc setup wave 
asapppppp hahah but anyways i'm also extremely glad you started to come out more cuz once i 
started talking to you more i also knew you'd be the perf addition to the fam ! i love your chill 
energy that balances me out n how u can be an absolute tank when it comes to adult lemonade u n 
stanley r actually scary u both can outdrink me lol but don't be scared to reach out for anything ! i'll 
miss u mucho but lets make most of the time we have left ! 

Shoutouts

pinepine69: hi alpine. hags. jk but thanks for bein a homie im super glad i got to get closer to you 
this year and can call you a friend ! you always make me laugh and are always super understanding 
when i ask you for help or just rant about anything. i love how you can just look up how to do some-
thing on your own and ur never scared to just try things out! good luck working your big boy job 
makin bank! lets still play games n val together hehe 

ash wong: hiii ashleyyyyy im rlly sad i didn't get to play on the team named in honor of you but i 
can't wait to hang out more before we graduate! i've enjoyed every moment with ya and im really 
glad we became friends! ur actually THE strongest girl in tomo and i will never be able to beat u in 
arm wrestling hahaha 

shaqblack: we missed you at ballin!!!! it's ok more brian vong action on these next few saturday 
mornings amirite but super enjoyed hanging out with you more this year! thanks for being such a 
character to be around and for carrying our tomo im team this quarter with yo crazy range and 
layup game hahah 

kkmon: ~tiny voice "haiiii kaitwinnnn!" hahah kaitlyn kodama oh man i love ya girl im so glad i 
yelled at u to come to bowling hahahah i am SO SO SO grateful to have met you this year and it 
feels like i've known u forever versus just starting winter quarter. you have a contagious energy and 
such a kind heart that makes the people around you just feel so happy hehe. easily the most loving 
person i know and i am grateful for every moment spent with you so far. pls pls pls do not hesitate 
to reach out for anything cuz ik you'd do the same for me. <3

jonah: hi jonahhhhh u don't know how happy it makes me to see ya thriving in LIFE. i am so glad i 
met you in lab and convinced u to give tomo a chance. it especially warms my heart seeing you do 
such a great job on cab :) you've given the club so much and have helped to create it to be this 
wonderful, awesomely fun and welcoming place to be. i'm going to miss u lots lots lots ! come visit 
me in texas ! 

roddd: RODD im glad u joined tomo HAHAHAH ur one funni homie and ur so sweaty at basketball 
shEEEEEshhhhhh ur too good 

gernt: hi gernt, gront. tenks for bein a fun guy to be around. u make the best cocktails and game 
nights were always so funn hahahahah im gonna miss u lots but dw it's a see you later not a good-
bye ! 

brian yuon: BRIAN i am veri glad to see u coming out more to tomo! u got hecka hops holy moly 
and such a vibe to be around! it makes me happy to see you goofin around with all the other basket-
ball ppl and im super grateful ktvipers brought u out ! can't wait to see the vid from CN! 

alyssa ikuma: hewo alyssaaaa i am veri glad to see u coming out to tomo !!! it must have been scary 
at first but i'm glad you gave us a chance hehe. it's been fun playing basketball with you and hang-
ing out with you! u r a kind soul n always look for ways to help others n the ppl around you which is 
something i super appreciate and love about you! i love getting my little hugs from u n giving u lil 
head pats hehe. u better still come out next year too! 

tomo: gosh tomo thanks for being my second home for the past 4 years. it's crazy to think i was just 
a little 1st year and now i'm leaving tomo behind. after seeing tomo in person to online to back in 
person, tomo has grown into something new but familiar. the community tomo has is like no other 
and i hope you all can recognize how much of a role each of you has played in making it what it 
istoday. keep having fun, being kind to each other, and always welcoming people into the circle of 
friends :) 
   Taylor Togami

HI CHASEY CHASE next year we actually have to make time to hang out and not just randomly 
run into each other and hang out for hours after. Just a personal reminder to myself
GRANTY GRANT you fool you idiot who’s gonna flip me off at meetings next year huh? Who’s 

gonna do that, fill that hole in my life. You’re such an interesting dude- like an onion. Every layer I 
peel is more onion that I never asked for.
ALEX NG!! You inspire me to be a bit more giving and a bit kinder every time we interact. Thanks 
for always bringing everyone around you up with your energy and kindness
TAYTAY what a good time it’s been to see your face at every single basketball tournament I’ve 
played this year thanks for bein you. I’m gonna be sad when I have whole bundt cakes next year 
and no one to take bites of them
ASH WONG it brightens my day every time I see you and you talk to me. I feel so comfy around you 
SANTOES you have a cute smile bro and you always make me laugh hahaha < like that 
Jonah gonzalez
ALEX WE CHU I miss you already buddy. And I am so proud to call you my friend.
~ Charlotte Tu  >:)

JFC: Thank you guys for a great year! HH House: It was fun chillin with you bois. Let's have a final 
end of the year bonanza??? Mayeda: That stuff you put in my ear was gross. Guseph: Thanks for 
letting me sleep next to you! Have fun living mas!!! (Joyce?): You are cool. Sandy: It was all a 
prank. You are actually not smelly! Diane: Your white chocolate brownies are so good. New Cab : 
Tough, but that is enough. I wanna eat a cream puff. Let's work it out and get buff. Marissa: Altay 
still looks like boss baby... Alex Le: So glad you joined the club! Wish you were here earlier >_< but 
hey better late than never! Tell Chris I say hi LOL. Scott, Daniel, Guseph: Let's schedule dinner 
sometime soon O_O Chase and Mikey: I'll miss you guys :( We'll keep in touch >_> Tony: You 
tryna hang??? Maybe a little date?????? Kento: You are so funny man! Thanks for being our coach 
in volleyball. Ashley: Thank you for organizing and training us pandas!!! Taylor: I hope you still 
remember that sound. Seniors: We'll miss you guys! Good luck with whatever it is you all plan on 
doing.
- President CUmemura (pls don't say cum)

@basketball people
Thanks for letting me score on all of you!
@val people
Customs is fun and I hope to continue playing with you all!

@alpine @ ashley w @ sydney @alex ng @ taylor @ kasey @ alex c @ grant @jonah @kevin y 
@rodd
Good luck with adult life!

@ktvipers @ andrew @kento @austin @ josh l@ stanley @brandon @brian y @ kaitlyn @alyssa 
@anthony t @keech @ vince @minami s @emi @hanna @ charlotte @ erik
So glad to have met all of you guys in tomo!

  -brian vong action

shoutouts but you don’t know who it’s from or who it’s for, old people edition:
where my kiss at 
league gamers <3
thanks for being friendly and always talking first 
gl at taco bell you sexy man
kasey chuang
your roommate sleeps too early bro always so quiet
bruh you not even a 4th year but you're leaving cringe

you are very cool, and very good at volleyball 
alcoholic
thank you for being so kind always, never change
yuumi is still waiting
where my milk at bruh
val carry and top 1 tones coords 
stay memeing
you're so buff bro holy frick, thank you for being a homie
prioritizing school over tomo cringe 

To all the seniors, and those of you that are leaving this year:

thank you for providing me with such a great first experience with this club, and I hope you achieve 
great success in the future.
  anonymous 

Koki and Anthony: hi littles! I am so grateful that I met you guys this year! I'm sorry we haven't 
hung out as much, but in the next couple of weeks we will. We have to play tennis against Sydney 
and her littles and destroy them because we are better. Koki, I'm so proud of you for coming out to 
basketball and killing it out there. Anthony, stop passing the basketball and shoot more. See you 
guys soon! :)
Loft Gang: sheeeshh any werewolfers? I'm gonna miss hanging out with you guys every week and 
playing one night werewolf or valorant. Thanks for all the memories this year! Let's keep in touch 
through discord! 
Sydney, Alpine, and Brian: hi double date! i'm gonna miss you guys so much next year, even though 
3/4 of us live less than an hour away from each other. I can't believe this all started because of 
Valentine's day freshman year. Look at us now, we are all graduating and 2/4 of us are dating lol. I 
love you guys so much and look forward to hanging out in the future!
Seniors: Woooo we are graduating! I am so grateful for meeting every single one of you and I can't 
wait to see each of your journeys after UCI. Thanks for all the memories!
Basketball gang: I will miss our weekly practices every Saturday or the basketball tournaments. 
Hopefully us seniors will come back and play in a tournament, maybe against you guys. See you on 
the court.
Charlotte Tu: Charlotte! I'm so glad that I met you this year. I can't wait for you to be director of 
social affairs because I know that you are going to be amazing! Don't miss me too much next year. 
Jk I'm gonna miss you more!
Alexander Chu: Hey dude! Thanks for being an amazing President and Director of Social Affairs. 
You have truly made my tomo experience the best. Except for the parts when you reject my valo-
rant offer and say you have "homework" or have to "study". Please 5 stack with us again, it is not 
the same without you. Let's go bowling again soon!
Alex Ng: Alex, you are one of the most amazing and kindhearted people I have ever met. You make 
everyone smile and you make everyone feel included. I am so glad that I met you this year because 
Tomo would not be the same without you. Thank you for all your hard work because it really shows 
how dedicated you are to this club!
Kaitlyn Kodama: HIIIII KAITLYN! I am so grateful that I met you this year because you are so 
sweet and welcoming. I will not forget the first time meeting you because I was lowkey intimidated 
since you played volleyball but I didn't. I thought you were going to judge me lol. But turns out, it 
was the complete opposite. You were so nice and did not care at all. Thank you for all the memo-

ries! Please stay in touch with me! -Ashley Wong
Andrew Park: Hi favorite person! I can't wait for you to be Sports Coordinator next year because 
you are going to kill it! You are so nice and always include everyone. Don't forget to swipe me in 
next year when I come back! 
Kasey and Taylor: Thank you so much for welcoming me into tomo sophomore year! I was so 
intimidated at first but you guys were so nice. Thanks for carrying in all the basketball tournaments 
and IMs! Yay we are graduating! I know that you both are going to do amazing things in the future! 
Keech, Vincent, Ashley Sue: I am so grateful to have met you guys your freshman year but sad that 
you guys barely came out this year. I am going to miss you guys! I hope that you all have an amaz-
ing senior year. 
Hanna: I am so glad that I met you this year! Thanks for swiping me to the anteatery and organiz-
ing semi! You did an amazing job. Hopefully those basketball lessons will be put to use next year lol
- Ashley WongHEYYYYY HEY KYOKO!

First off just wanted to let know that I’m super proud, excited, and mostly HAPPY about your 
choice to be Jomo. I know you’ll do a super special awesome job! Before I go on, I just wanted to 
apologize for any mistakes I made in the past. I have no excuse for letting you down, it’s important 
to me not to let you down when you’re depending me.

On a better note, DUDE ITS SO COOL THAT WE’RE AT SEMI! (Like Yasssssss queen ). I hope you 
continue to have a fun time in taiko and tomo. I look forward to seeing you in the future. Because 
It’s been SO COOL knowing you for an entire year! And I’m happy that I became your friend. I’m 
always stunned, traumatized, and horrified to see what you, Jacob, and Kyra are doing during 
practice. The energy and vibe you bring to Jodaiko always brings a smile to my face! I also look to 
more Jocast from you, Pearson, and Manny. If you ever find yourself needed caloriemates ,beef 
jerky  , or tampons , I’ll be there for you!
 From your favorite and only Jomo freshman,
   Kevin Wong

Tony Tsuyama: I wish we had started talking sooner because it’s just such a joy spending time 
with you. You’re always so fun to be around and you’re such a kind soul. You have a stellar person-
ality and I really hope you know that. I hope you stop selling yourself short because you’re such a 
great person!! I hope the happy days outweigh the sad days for you!!
Ryan Gasha: I don’t think I’ve ever met someone that’s as thoughtful as you. I genuinely appreci-
ate your thoughtfulness and how quick you are to apologize for things that you really don’t need to 
be apologizing for. I wish I had talked to you more this year because getting to know you has just 
been so nice. Your thoughtfulness means a lot to me because I don’t think I’ve ever met someone 
who’s as genuine as you are! Also, CONGRATS ON BECOMING PR!!! I’m literally so proud of you 
and I know you’re going to do so great. Please don’t forget about me and stay in contact with me!! 
I’ll tell you everything I know about Kakehashi too!!!Tony & Ryan: I’m sure you two already know 
this but the friendship you two have is so precious. I honestly admire your friendship a lot and I’m 
so sad that I might not be able to personally see the two of you grow. I really do mean it when I tell 
you guys to do more CN acts next year! 
Eadan: I’m so glad we got to meet in person this year!! I love your energy so much and just seeing 
your beaming self every Thursday has really made me happy. You’re literally so sweet I love being 
around you because you just radiate positive energy!!
Alex Chu: I know we don’t get to talk much but I have to compliment you as Tomo’s President! 
You did such a great job this year and I’m really proud of you and everything you’ve done for Tomo! 
Thank you so much for being a great President!

Alex Ng: I wish we had more time to spend together this year because you are so silly and so great 
to talk to! I still think it’s so crazy that we turned out to be cousins but I’m so happy we have that 
connection!
Ashley’s Pandas: Thank you guys so much for making my last Tomo’s Got Talent so memorable. 
It was truly so fun working with you guys and thank you so much for being patient with me!!
Austin Chen: You have impeccable style, I love your fashion sense! You are also so sweet and I 
feel like that makes it that much easier to talk to you! It’s been really fun dancing with you for 
modern and then playing on the same volleyball team! I hope you continue coming out to Tomo 
with snazzy outfits and just continue to be active in Tomo because I’m sure you’ll grow so much 
keeping up with Tomo!
Stanley Chen: You are such a talented dancer. I truly envy your natural talent for dancing and I 
hope you continue to keep up with dancing and Tomo Modern!!
Haruya: I really enjoyed practicing for CN with you! It was really fun and nice getting to know you 
because you’re so nice and easy to talk to! I hope you participate in Modern 1 and Modern 2 next 
year!!
An Maeyama: I think you’re really cool and I respect you and admire you so much as a dancer. 
You really made me happy when you taught the STTOMPS modern piece and I just loved dancing 
with you in general!! I think it’s really cool too that you’re in UrMo and I just gotta say once again 
that I really admire you!!
Blake: Blake you have such a kind soul. Talking to you and just soaking in your positive energy 
makes me so happy! I hope you continue to be awesome and continue showing up in some amazing 
outfits!!
Guseph: I really can’t thank you enough for being my friend for these past four years. Our friend-
ship really means a lot to me and I’m so thankful that I have you for a friend. You’re such a good 
human to be around and I appreciate everything you’ve done for me!!
Daniel Rossmeisl: You have such a fun personality and I quite enjoy your sense of humor! You’re 
so fun to be around and I’ve loved spending time with you this year through tomo!!
Lauren Lee: You are so sweet and you really bring out this instinct in me that wants to protect 
you. I’ve really enjoyed spending time with you!!
Max Einstein: You’re so sweet and I really love talking to you! I feel like we’ve gotten so close in 
such a short amount of time but I’m so happy for it! I really love your personality and I think you’re 
really fun to be around! I also really love your dancing and I appreciate your excitement for dancing 
for Tomo’s Got Talent with me!!
Christian Umemura: Congrats on becoming Tomo’s next president! I’m really proud of you and 
I think you’re really gonna grow and grow the club! I hope I’ll get to come out to Tomo every so 
often so that I can watch you grow!
Jacob Chang: You’re a really funny character (I truly mean it in a good way) and honestly it 
makes me really happy! I’m really excited about you as the new Vice President and I can just imag-
ine how much you’ll grow next year!!
Leticia: Leticia! I’m really glad we got to hang out this year! You’re really nice and a fun person to 
be around
Musashi: It’s been really nice finally getting to meet you and hang out with you in person this 
year! You’ve got a stellar fashion sense and I also love how much you’ve been getting Alex more 
into fashion and styling! You’re really fun to be around and I’m really glad we had the chance to 
hang out in person through Tomo!
Momo & Tawni: Congrats on becoming the new Cultural Directors! I’m really proud of you guys 
and I know you guys are going to do great and I’m sure Cab is going to help you guys grow out of 
your comfort zone even more!

Emi: Emi you are so sweet and subtly savage sometimes and I kind of really love it. I loved all the 
times we ran into each other on the bus and at ALP this quarter! I hope you continue to enjoy your 
time in Tomo!!
Alex Wang: Alex! You have such a great personality and I really love talking to you! It’s been so 
fun getting to know you better in person!
Hanna: I really enjoyed the couple of times we ran into each other on the bus!! I honestly love 
running into you and seeing you because you’re so cool! You’re just so cool!!
Minami Homma: I really loved hearing about your career aspirations and I really hope it goes 
well for you! I truly wish you the best because you’re such a hard worker and you’re so organized! I 
hope now you’ll get to relax and enjoy in person Tomo!!
Minami Suda: You are so sweet!! I hope you get to enjoy in person Tomo!!
Stacy: I think it’s really crazy that we live so close to each other but it’s also kinda cool! It’s really 
fun getting to say hi to you on the elevator and in the hallways!!
Aly: ALY ALYCIA I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! I feel like we bonded so fast and I’m so grateful for 
that! I’m so grateful for our friendship (and when you give me a ride home). You’re such a joy to be 
around and I feel like we have so much in common that I love our talks!!
Andrew Park: To be honest, I was intimidated by you at first and was too shy to ever properly 
approach you or talk to you so I’m honestly really thankful you reached out first, especially with the 
drop in volleyball group chat. I love that you really cared about me and Leticia’s feedback on the 
outdoor volleyball practice! I hope you grow in Tomo as Sports Coord for Cab!! And I also hope you 
make the most of it!!
Bret: You are such a funny guy and it’s been really fun getting to know you, starting from 
STTOMPS. I hope you are in more CN acts next year and maybe in the future run for Cab?? I hope 
you continue to make the most out of Tomo!!
Seb: SEB! You are seriously so funny I love your personality, I love how bubbly you are! You really 
bring the energy up and you are the life of the party!!
Mio: Mio you are so responsible and you work so hard and I think it’s so crazy that you’re already 
working so hard. I genuinely hope you go out to more Tomo events next year. I’m sad that I proba-
bly won’t be able to be there when you do start becoming active but nonetheless I really want you to 
be more active in Tomo XD In all seriousness I think you’re a great person and I respect you so 
much. Please don’t forget to have a little bit of fun here and there :))
Kevin Kujiraoka: You genuinely make me feel taken care of whenever I’m around you and I’m 
just really grateful you exist because you’re probably one of the nicest people I’ve met. Thank you 
for being you and thank you for always trying to get me to serve or pass/touch the ball at volleyball 
things :)) also, I think once upon a time we might’ve played Overwatch IM’s together, very interest-
ing hahaha
To all of Tomo: I thank everyone I’ve met through Tomo No Kai for making my four years of 
college so memorable. I’m so full of love and happiness thanks to everyone I’ve gotten to know 
throughout the years! This club has been my second home and my second family and I hope the 
club continues to grow and provide this environment for many many people!
Sincerely, Ashley Yabumoto :)

Alex C: This year was truly incredible and having you as my partner was the best choice I could've 
made. You're an incredible person and you inspire me everyday. I really am gonna miss this and I 
know whatever you do in the future, you're gonna be amazing. Kasey: I'm gonna miss you! Getting 
to know you these past 4 years has been so fun and I always love hanging out with you and playing 
catch and basketball with you. You'll always be my favorite person to get out at dodgeball! Taylor: I 

hope you have an amazing time in Texas. Get some canes for real! I'm gonna miss you Taylor! Your 
energy and hype can make anyone energized and happy. You're an amazing person and I know 
you're gonna be super successful. Please stay in touch and let's play valorant! Sydney S: WOOO 
UPPP buddy! I know we hadn't really gotten to know each other too well, our first couple years, but 
I'm really glad I got to hangout with you more this year and play games with you! It's always a fun 
time when you're in the lobby and I hope that in the future we can work on a project together that 
would be so cool! Jonah: This year was crazy fun and I really enjoyed all the time we hung out and 
talked. you're a super funny person and I really wish that we can stay in touch in the future. I feel 
like we have a lot of things in common, so it makes it really easy to talk to you and I hope we can 
eventually get a board game group going! Guseph: Thanks for staying involved in Tomo, it's truly 
been an amazing help with creating the "tomo atmosphere". Working with you during our second 
year was super fun and I'm really glad I got to know you! Alex Ng: Getting to know you this year 
was so incredible and I really enjoyed hanging out with you. You make everyone feel so happy and 
comfortable and you can always lighten up the mood in any situation. I hope we can stay in touch 
in the future and hangout more! Everyone else: I'll send a message to you later, sorry but this is 
getting kinda long LOL. 

  -Grant "thanks for making my college career so frkn fun" Yamamoto

All Seniors: Congratulations! There's too many of you to thank individually here, but please know 
that all of you, new or returning members, have made this year so, so special for me and I'm going 
to miss y'all a lot Donda Fam's Seniors: Thank you for supporting this single mother and for help-
ing create a wonderful space for the rest of our fam Senior Ballers: Thanks for coming out to all the 
stuff my interns and I planned! Hope y'all had fun Alex Chu: Tomo will miss you. You are a great 
president and I am so grateful for your support throughout the year Grant: Always thankful for 
everything you have done and currently do for me Alex Ng: I hope you know that you are a wonder-
ful person and have left a huge impact on Tomo Jonah: I absolutely loved working on cab with you 
this year and getting to know you better Guseph: Thanks for being a core part of my Tomo experi-
ence! Taylor: Thank you for always cheering me on and supporting me throughout college Kasey: 
You are my biggest Tomo inspiration and I feel so lucky to have met you 

   - Emi
hanna: GREAT WORK HANNA IM SO PROUD OF U! you've worked so hard for tonight, and i 
hope it was everything u wanted and more!!! thanks for not only being a great mentor, but a great 
friend too,, here's to more mems and sushi dates <3
marissa: wouldn't be here if it wasn't for u marmy :') thanks for being the start of my tomo experi-
ence and for livin thru it all w me, im so excited for u + what u got comin for the next year!
alex: thanks to u i got to experience being a first lady LOL (o.o)7 im extremely lucky to have u by 
my side in life, and im grateful for all the smiles and all the laughs u bring me :) here to support u, 
always!
seniors: thank u to each n every one of u for being a part of tomo and making it so amazing this 
year!! good luck and im excited for what u all have in store for the future!
old cab: THANK U JFC for everything u put into all this and for making such a warm n fuzzy atmo-
sphere for everyone! all ur guys' hard work has paid off towards an unforgettable year of tomo :) 
new cab: NEW CAB SLAYY congrats to u all, u guys are already doing such a great job!! keep it up 
and see u next year :D

  - poinci zhang

JFC: I will miss you guys all so much, i love you all! Best cab ever! NEW cab: Congrats guys!! Im 

excited for next year! Alex C: yeaaa im never gonna forget your hyena laugh (in a good way 
LMAO) Grant: LOL i think there was at least one mistake per twit HAHHA regardless thanks for 
always being there for me! Jonah: you are one of the most kindest and caring person I’ve met this 
year, im glad youre staying an extra quarter :D Alex N: THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING PLEASE 
COME BACK AND VISIT Kasey: let’s hang out before you leave please! Ashley: thanks for all the 
bball lessons <3 Brian: you and Alex N carried your fam name LOL Taylor: I really enjoyed 
modern 2 with you! Alpine: def the most changed unkie :D ty for everything! Sydney: ty for 
always being so kind and i think your humor is unmatched HAHA Diane: lunch with you was 
always so much fun! Guseph: thanks sm for carrying our fam outside events! Mikey: grunkie! 
My interns: GREAT JOB THIS YEAR!!! IM SO PROUD, LOVE YOU ALL!! Alex, Emi, Sandy: 
my favs! Everyone: i hope you enjoyed SEMI this year :) 
  - Hanna Zhang

Thank you for all your shoutouts
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Congrats Hanna
F r o m ,  y o u r  b i g g e s t  f a n s

( A n g e l a ,  J a k e ,  L a u r e n ,  M i n a m i ,  
&  R e e s e )
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